VW Caddy - TRIPOD KIT
Lowered Floor Conversions

"Freedom of Motoring"
**THE VW CADDY VAN** is the perfect solution for a family needing to transport a wheelchair. As a vehicle, Volkswagen have a terrific reputation and warranty, with service and repairs available country-wide. **The Tripod Kit** is designed in Europe and incorporates a wide range of features.

We appreciate that the vehicle is an expensive investment that needs to last for many years. **The main component used is STAINLESS STEEL, something that won't rust or corrode.** This is the part that appeals to me personally. Over the years, I have seen plenty of modified vehicles and many are fabricated utilising mild steel, which often rusts. We also rust proof any other areas necessary.

**Entry Height** = 1430mm

**AV Internal Height** = 1470mm

**Tray length** = 1495mm

**Ramp Width** = 800mm

**Ramp Length** = 960mm

---

When it comes to restraint systems you can't beat the high quality Q'Straint products. The package comprises:

- **Front Electric restraints -** *Slide & Click* "rear restraints - Retractable Sash Belt."
Ramp Up and Down

The hydraulic suspension lowers the car about 100mm, making the ramp design not only shorter, but much flatter.

The car automatically rises when the door is closed.
Alternate Mobility is a registered NDIS industry provider and have been service agents for several years though our sister company, Alternate Solutions Group.

Our motto is “Freedom of Motoring” and we are committed to finding a safe and cost effective solution for client’s themselves—not forgetting the carers, occupational therapists, and health and safety personnel.

Alternate Mobility has formed effective alliances with the major suppliers and providers using only high quality products, which are designed for the wheelchair and vehicle access industries/market.

These include and but are not limited to:
- Wheelchair lifts
- Restraints and seat belts systems
- Hoists
- Winches
- Seating
- Ramps and steps
- Automated doors, ramps and tailgates
- Custom hand rails
- Custom flooring

Whether it is a simple repair, a major upgrade or an OHS compliance issue, our aim is to help find a solution to meet your needs.